In this paper, a secure content distribution scheme is proposed which transmits the multimedia content to users in a secure manner. In server side, the content is embedded by pseudorandom sequences (the customer's ID) 
Introduction
With the development of the network and computer technology, the distribution and usage of multimedia data through various networks becomes more and more popular. The multimedia content which is transmitted and copied easily should be protected against unauthorized users. To protect the multimedia content, multimedia encryption and watermarking are proposed during the past decade.
In multimedia copyright protection scheme, encryption [1] [2] [3] [4] and watermarking [5] [6] [7] [8] play different roles where encryption is used to prevent unauthorized access to media content, and watermarking is used to establish or prove the content owner rights and to trace the traitor by embedding such information into the multimedia content. In multimedia content distribution scheme [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , the media content is encrypted before it is sent to different users. However, the encrypted multimedia content may be illegally redistributed to the unauthorized users when it is decrypted. To solve this problem, the customer' information is embedded during the process of content distribution. Till now, there exist some schemes for secure content distribution which can be classified into three types, i.e., embed the customer's information in the server side [9] , in the relay node [10] and in the customer side [11] [12] [13] . The first and the third type can be performed practically and have their own advantages and disadvantages. The first type embeds the watermarks in the encrypted content. Thus, the decrypted content is traceable and slightly different from each other. The third type encrypts the media content in server, and decrypts in user side. The decryption key which contains the customer's information can decrypt the encrypted content into different copies. This method reduces the server's loading greatly while the security of this method should be concerned. Some traitors may re-engine the decryption process and analysis the data which makes this method not secure enough.
To design a secure distribution scheme, the key technique is to design the suitable watermarking and encryptions schemes. Till now, various watermarking and encryption schemes are proposed. Among them, the chaos-based watermarking [5] and encryption [1] [2] [3] is a good solution for media content copyright protection. In this paper, a secure media content distribution scheme is proposed based on the watermarking and encryption techniques. The watermark generation and encryption/decryption are based on the chaotic maps. In server side, an imperceptible watermark is embedded in the multimedia, and the watermarked content is encrypted by a pseudorandom sequence. In user side, the encrypted content is decrypted which the embedded watermark can trace the illegally distributor.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the architecture of the secure distribution scheme. Section 3 presents the scheme on how to embed the customer's information, encrypt and decrypted the multimedia content. Additionally, the scheme about how to traceability of the embedded watermarks is presented. Experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, we summarize the proposed method and give the future work.
Architecture of the Proposed Scheme
The architecture of the proposed distribution scheme, as shown in Figure 1 , is composed of three parts, content watermarking, content encryption and decryption. In server side, the original media content I is embedded with the pseudorandom sequence (PS) which contains the customer's information. Secondly, the watermarked content I 1 is encrypted by another PS and then transmitted to users. In user side, the cihpertext C is decrypted by the decryption PS.
... 
Then, the watermarked image are encrypted according to
The encrypted contents are transmitted to users by various networks and decrypted into the media content
Here, the content I 1 contains the user's information which is visually imperceptible by users. The watermarking and encryption/decryption operations are adopted with the pseudorandom sequences which are generated from the chaotic maps.
Proposed Secure Multimedia Distribution Scheme
In the proposed scheme, the chaos based secure multimedia distribution will be described in detail. The typical simplest nonlinear chaotic map [1, 5] can be described by 1 (1 )
where x k and u are the system variable and parameter, respectively. The map is in the chaotic state when 0.5699456 4 u . The random sequences generated from the chaotic map are very sensitive to the initial conditions x 0 and u. Thus, parameter u and the initial value x 0 can be treated as secure keys to control the random sequences generation.
In sever side, the plaintext P is preprocessed in order to avoid pixel flow before it is watermarked according to
Here, Q is the maximum pixel value and A is a positive integer satisfying AQ . For an 8 bits digital image, the Q is 255. After the preprocessing operation, the pixel value of the pixel value falls into [A,
The 
where L is the length of watermarking sequence. The encryption PS P is directly generated from the chaotic sequence X 1,k
where K is the length of the encryption sequence. After the compression operation, the pseudorandom sequence W j is embedded in the plaintext using the additive watermarking [7, 8] according to 
where parameter  is the scaling factor and affects the encryption security. Normally, the bigger  is, the higher the security of the encryption is. In decryption process, the ciphertext C j is decrypted by the decryption sequence P according to
From (8)(9), we have 
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As can be seen, the decrypted media content contains the customer's information and is slightly different from the original image I. If the decrypted media content is leaked out, the illegally distributor can be traced by the non-blind correlation detection by the following correction detection method. 
Here, the non-blind correction detection is used due to the fact that the detector has the original image content.
The sth user is the illegally distributor by the following decision method th user is the colluder ( ) th user is innocent ( )
Where  is the decision threshold value determined by the experimental results.
Experiment Results
In this paper, the experiment image is a 512×512 image (Lena). The watermarking embedding and encryption process is implemented in the spatial domain. Parameter u is set to 3.79 and the length of the watermarking L is 4096.
The embedded traceable watermarks should be imperceptibility by human's eyes. In watermarking embedding process, the additive embedding is used. The embedded coefficients j W  affect the perceptible quality. Generally, the PSNR (peak signal-to-noise ratio) is used to test imperceptibility of the embedded watermarks. Figure 2 gives some results of the watermarked under different  . The relation between PSNR and embedding strength  is shown in Figure 3 . As can be seen, image quality is no smaller than 35dB when  is no bigger than 37. The small value of  can keep imperceptibility. In the following contents, we evaluate the security of the proposed the distribution scheme. The security of the encryption is determined by the chaotic system. A good encryption scheme should be sensitive to initial conditions. The change of a single bit in either the secret key or plainimage should produce a completely different encrypted image. The different initial value x 0 is used as the secret key to generated encryption sequence. The encryption and decryption results under different initial value are shown in Figure 4 . As can be seen, the encrypted image can only be correctly decrypted by the correct key. The image can not be decrypted with the key slightly differently from the encrypted key. Thus, the scheme's encryption is sensitive initial conditions and is a key dependent algorithm. I is calculated by
After, the collusion attack, the correction value between the colluded copy 
Here, G is the number of the customers. The pseudorandom sequence has the following property
The correlation between the colluded copy and the original copy is related with parameter  and T.
The illegally redistributor can still be detected if the number of the colluders is not large enough and  is chosen properly. Figure 6 gives the relation between the correction value and the number of colluders under different watermarking strength  . As can be seen, the correction value decreases when the more copies involved in the collusion attack. If ten copied are averaged, the correlation value is near 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 with  =1,2,5, separately. Thus, if the decision threshold  is chosen as 0.05, the colluders can still be detected. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose the secure content distribution scheme composed of watermarking embedding, multimedia encryption/decryption and content tracing. The scheme's performances, including the security of encryption, the imperceptibility and traceability of the watermarking are analyzed and evaluated. Additionally, the scheme can be easily extended to some other compression standard, such as MPEG2,4 and H264, etc. In the future work, the scheme will be analyzed in the compression domain and some improved chaotic maps will be discussed.
